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FINAL SUMMARY

TNS is intendecNfce-be-^a fusion reactor core with/a D-T burning plasma,

producing power in a way extrapolatable to commercial feasibility demonstration

(DEMO), and is thought to be "The Next Step" after the princeton TFTR. TNS

is an outgrowth of the Tokamak Experimental Power Reactor (EPR) Studies of

1975 which resulted in the development of the smaller, higher power density

ignited plasma concepts now being pursued in the U.S. program. In addition

to the principal fusion reactor core objective, the TNS program has a secondary

objective of serving as a forcing function for reactor technology. It is the

objective of demonstration which leads us to remote servicing considerations.

All tokamak devices in service to date were designed as laboratory experiments

with no design requirement for remote disassembly, assembly, and repair or

replacement of components. This was due to the fact that parts did not become

radioactive and the life of the experiment was relatively short. It is clear,

however, that TNS and the following generation of tokamaks. with useful lives

of;up to 20 years, must be designed around a philosophy of remote scheduled

maintenance in order to minimize the "down-time" of the machine and to demonstrate

to the ultimate users, the utility industry, that fusion reactors can evolve into

viable power plants. It is on this basis that the advanced tokamak design process

for TNS and DEMO is evolving.

Scheduled maintenance is pre-planned and includes such things in fusion

device operation as replacing first wall liners and limiters, changing diagnostics,

replacing ion source components, servicing cryogenic panels, etc. Unscheduled
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maintenance, that which cannot be planned routinely, but is accounted for in

the design, encompasses such occurrences as damaged vacuum vessel segments,

damaged shielding modules, and repair or replacement of a malfunctioning coil.

Within the context of the examples given above, neutronic analysis allows us

to categorize these operations into fully remote, semi-remote, or contact

maintenance. The goal is to minimize cost and down time for maintenance. This

may provide the incentive to maximize contact maintenance, and minimize fully

remote operations. However, from the above categories, it appears that fully

remote handling is almost certainly required for all components within the

device shield envelope.

The basic technology choices underlying the selection of an initial

reference design are being made with the help of extensive engineering and

physics trade studies. Three major remote handling problems are common to

all of the options considered in the TNS trade study; 1) movement of massive

components, 2) remotely connecting and disconnecting electrical and coolant-line

joints, and 3) remote cutting, welding and leak detection of the vacuum vessel.

In coming to grips with the impact on actual operation of these basic problems,

we are considering several engineering concepts which we believe will reduce

the magnitude of 2 and 3 above.

The first concept is that of placing the plasma shaping coils outside

of the toroidal field coils instead of locating them within the bore and well

within the shield close to the plasma, as has been typically proposed.

The feasibility of this option is currently under technical review. If it can be

used, it relaxes servicing problems substantially. Locating these coils outside

the TF coils avoids disassembly of a ring within a ring, with difficult remote EF

coil joints. It may mean that these coils can be raised or lowered as units to

clear an internal part for removal, or even to replace a malfunctioning EF coil.



This option may also change a fully remote operation with activated parts to

a semi-remote operation with relatively non-activated parts.

The second is the vacuum building concept. Preliminary studies indicate

that secondary vacuum containment of the entire test cell may eliminate the

need for remote cutting, welding and leak detection of the first wall, a

component which has the least accessibility and the highest level of activation.

The primary vacuum containment for the plasma is still within the liner, but

because of the differential pressure across this vessel (~10 torr), simple

high flow impedance mechanical connections for the segments appear adequate.

Also, considering the biological shielding requirement for the reactor test

cell, we already have a structure capable of withstanding atmospheric pressures.

It only remains that we incorporate a relatively impervious inner liner and

differential pumping capacity. This concept has been demonstrated in the ORMAK

Fusion Experiment on a relatively reduced scale. Full size TNS or DEMO capability

does exist at the NASA Plumbrook Facility, where pressures of 10 torr were

routinely achieved in less than one day of pumping. Careful detailed consideration

of operations in this evacuated test cell configuration must still precede its

selection as a design choice.

Five topics are considered under this concept: 1) Cost - A 10% increase

in facility costs will account for the vacuum building capability and the larger

pumping system; 2) Vacuum Pumping - Tri-level vacuum containment within the

reactor cell is achievable; 3) Tritium Safety - Containment of tritium in the

building appears to be more reliable; 4) Activation Topology - Contact maintenance

on the device is not realistic; and 5) Initial Operations - First year testing

is not hindered by the vacuum building.

The cost effectiveness of incorporating the concepts above requires

ongoing studies, and it remains to be demonstrated fully that these two departures

from conventional tokamak design will be points of viability for an economical



fusion reactor. The key issue worth noting is that the next generation of

tokamaks is being developed around carefully thought-out mechanical concepts

which consider the practical aspects of remote handling and servicing - a major

step to commercial feasibility demonstration.
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ABSTRACT

Next generation tokamaks require special u.nsideration for remote

servicing. Three major problems ar« highlignVJ: 1) movement of heavy

components, 2) remote connection/disconnection of joints, and 3) remote

cutting, welding, and leak detection. The first problem is assumed to be

handled with existing expertise, and is not considered. The remaining

problems are thought to be minimized by considering two engineering departures

from conventional tokamak design; locating the field shaping coils outside

of the toroidal coils, and enclosing the total device within an evacuated

reactor cell. Five topics under this vacuum building concept are discussed:

incremental cost, vacuum pumping, tritium containment, activation topology,

and first year operations.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1 - Preliminary Schematic Arrangement of TNS-4 (20 NbgSn TF Coils)

FIGURE 2 - Remotely Disconnecting Inboard EF Coils

FIGURE 3 - Vacuum Containment Concepts

FIGURE 4 - Bolted Flange Arrangement

FIGURE 5 - Tri-Level Pressure Containment
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Three major remote servicing problems have been identified, and two

possible solutions are discussed which represent a departure from conventional

tokamak design. Because we are in the early stages of pre-conceptual design,

it is premature to make a specific recommendation for TNS in favor of these

proposals. However, based on a current understanding of the remote servicing

problems, the viability of these proposals seems valid, especially the vacuum

building concept.

The cost effectiveness of incorporating the concepts above requires ongoing

studies, and it remains to be demonstrated fully that they are points of viability

for an economical fusion reactor. The key issue worth noting is that the next

generation of tokamaks is being developed around carefully thought-out mechanical

concepts which consider the practical aspects of remote servicing - a major step

to commercial feasibility demonstration.
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INTRODUCTION

TNS is intended to be a fusion reactor core with a D-T burning plasma,

producing power in a way extrapolatable to commercial feasibility demonstration,

and is thought to be "The Next Step" after the Princeton TFTR. TNS is an out-

growth of the Tokamak Experimental Power Reactor (EPR) Studies of 1975, which

resulted in the development of the smaller, higher power density, ignited plasma

concepts now b^ing pursued in the U.S. program. In addition to the principal

fusion reactor core objective, the TNS program has a secondary objective of serving

as a forcing function for reactor technology. It is the first objective, that of

demonstration, which leads us to remote servicing considerations.

All tokamak devices in service to date were designed as laboratory experiments

with no design requirement for remote disassembly, assembly, and remote repair

or replacement of components. This was due to the fact that parts did not become

radioactive, and the life of the experiments was relatively short. It is clear,

however, that TNS, and the following generation of tokamaks, with useful lives of

up to twenty years, must be designed around a philosophy of remote scheduled main-

tenance in order to minimize the "down time" of the machine and to demonstrate to

the ultimate users, the utility industry, that fusion reactors can evolve into viable

power plants. It is on this basis that the advanced tokamak design process for TNS

is evolving.

TNS, as perceived by ORNL/Westinghouse, is still an array of sizes and con-
2

figurations, one of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The dimensions

shown indicate the order of magnitude of the device, and the approximate overall

machine size is 17 meters across by 10 meters high. Based on a current understanding

of our configuration trade studies, we are pursuing the high field, higher density,

low aspect ratio plasma. Use of superconducting Nb-Sn toroidal field coils is a

likely choice because of the high field margin (up to 6 Tesla on axis) and flexibility
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during operation, which is deemed necessary to overcome the existing uncertainties

in plasma physics. While we indicate a resistive copper poloidal coil system, it

may yet be estaolished that a superconducting system (i.e. NbTi) will be required,

particularly if these coils are located outside of the TF coils. The location of

poloidal shaping coils and its implication to remote servicing will be discussed

subsequently.

REMOTE SERVICING: THREE MAJOR PROBLEMS

In studying the four TNS baseline configurations, i.e. copper TF coils,

NbTi TF coils, Nb3Sn TF coils, and a superconducting hybrid TF coil, all with

varying plasma sizes, three major remote maintenance problems are common:

1) movement of massive components; 2) remote connection and disconnection of

electrical and coolant lines, particularly those joints of the EF coils which

are within the bore of the toroidal coils; and 3) remote cutting, welding, and leak

detection of the vacuum vessel. In coming to grips with the impact of these basic

problems on device maintenance, we are considering several engineering concepts

which we believe will reduce the impact of 2 and 3 above. The accurate movement

of massive components, that is, vacuum vessel segments, PF coil assemblies and TF

coils is not thought to be an insurmountable problem because of existing expertise

developed by private industry, the military, and NASA, and as such, is not under

present consideration.

SHAPING COIL LOCATION

The first concept being addressed is that of placing the plasma shaping (EF)

coils outside of the toroidal field coils instead of locating them within the bore,

and well within the shield, close to the plasma; an approach that has been typically

proposed (See Fig. 1). The feasibility of this option is currently under technical
A

review, and does have some negative implications concerning the field shaping
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efficiency of the plasma as well as higher power requirements for an equivalent

magnetic field. If the concept does not severely compromise plasma stability, it

relaxes servicing problems substantially. Referring to Fig. 1, it can be seen that

disassembling the EF coils requires remotely removing shielding to expose those

joints, and then a remote uncoupling of those joints to extract segments of the

outer coil. Reaching the inner coil joints is accomplished either by removing

vacuum vessel segments or by cutting through the inner torus wall to remotely

manipulate these buried splices; an operation which I judge to be virtually impossible,

and certainly unreliable (See Fig. 2). Locating the coils outside of the TF bore

avoids disassembly of a ring within a ring. It may mean that these coils can be

raised or lowered as whole units to clear an internal component for removal, or

even to replace a malfunctioning coil. This option also changes a fully remote

operation with highly activated materials to one that may possibly be done semi-

remotely. The credibility of this statement requires more detailed neutronic analysis.

Also, assuming that any of the PF coils are jointless pre-supposes the use of"a

basement area, which is not considered here.

The important point of this departure from conventional tokamak design is

that the mechanical feasibility of certain operations is being judged on a level

with the physics requirements for device operation. A trade-off, or perhaps a com-

promise is seriously being considered for the overall integrity of the machine.

VACUUM BUILDING CONCEPT

Very briefly, tokamaks have evolved with an increasing order of difficulty

regarding assembly/disassembly operations. Beginning in the late 1960's, the T-3

device (USSR) was difficult with its "conventional" toroidal vacuum vessel, increasing

in order to ORMAK, in the early 1970's, with its bell jar concept for vacuum

containment, and then on to the larger machines, such as FLT with proportionately

more difficult handling problems. The magnitude of the remote handling problems
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was fully realized in the Experimental Power Reactor Studies (EPR) of 1976 at

ANL, General Atomic Corp., and ORNL. It is now generally recognized that for

reactor sized D-T tokamaks, the mechanical aspects of remote assembly'and dis-

assembly must provide a viable baseline from which to design a device.

In coming to grips with problem 3, that is, remote cutting, welding, and leak

detection of the first wall, a component which has the least accessibility and

the highest level of activation, it is recognized that the source of these difficult

tasks is maintaining a base pressure of 10 torr in a reactor cell environment of

one atmosphere. Hence, the need for reliable, welded torus joints. If we eliminate

the environment constraint, as was demonstrated by Challender and Reynolds, by

moving the vacuum containment away from the problem, we derive the Vacuum Building
o

Concept (Fig. 3). Five topics relating to this concept will be explored, hopefully

answering some of the questions concerning advantages and disadvantages. They are:
a) cost

b) vacuum pumping

c) tritium safety

d) activation topology

e) first year operations w/o D-T

The design premise for the toroidal vessel is mechanically bolted Tianges with

metallic "0-ring" type seals (Fig. 4), and pressure containment is as shown in Fig. 5.

The vacuum building depicted is essentially the same as the NASA Space Power Facility

at Sandusky, Ohio, where operating pressures of 10" torr were routinely achieved in

ten hours of pumping.
Q

a) Cost. The NASA Facility, with a 30 meter diameter base does not provide

adequate clearance for neutral beam injectors and required "laydown" area during

maintenance operations. Expanding to a 36 meter base diameter, and assuming the

same dome height and biological shield thickness (2 meters), readjusts Werner's cost

projection of such a building from~$70 M8 to~$77 M. In making the comparison with
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estimated TNS facility costs10 of $95.5 M (1981 dollars), an escalation factor

of 1.41 (1981 dollars) is used on the NASA cost yielding $108.6 M. While this

comparison is not construed to be exact, it indicates that an increase of <10% in

facility costs can pay for the capability of the vacuum building. Effectively,

this increase represents less than 1% of the total system, the facility and the

device. It is estimated that the savings in developing and using the remote cutting

and welding equipment will offset the increased cost. However, the real advantage

here is eliminating the question of reliability in two-to five-hundred meters of

circumferential welding for primary vacuum containment.
-8

b) Vacuum Pumping. Maintaining a base pressure of 10" torr in the torus

with bolted flanges is not judged to be unattainable because leakage through

the flanges is of a relatively low conductance, and the particle density in the

secondary vacuum is low enough t^at this flange leakage is negligible compared to the

capacity of the vacuum system. » ever, additional pumping systems are required to
-5

achieve 10 torr in the secon .:-j containment, and ~25 torr in the tertiary con-

tainment. From the NASA costs, these are estimated to be 5% of the facility cost

in 1981 dollars.

c) Tritium Safety. The conventional tokamak device, housed in a reactor

building, offers two levels of tritium containment; the toroidal vacuum chamber
_Q

at 10" torr, and the building at slightly less than atmospheric pressure. The

vacuum building concept offers three levels of containment, as shown in Fig. 5. In

our configuration, there are two sources of tritium contamination: diffusion through

the walls of the torus, and leakage through the bolted flanges.

For diffusion, we conservatively assumed a stainless steel vacuum toroid, 1 cm

thick, which is sized for handling only, as the effective pressure differential is

zero. The tritium diffusion was estimated to be 3000 Ci/yr, about the same order of

magnitude cf the conventional TNS design. This contamination can be reduced further

by providing an oxide coating on the outside of the torus, and by "wrapping" the
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shell with a gettering material such as titanium foil.

Assuming a leakage rate through each flange of 10 cc/sec, tritium contamination

from this second source is thought to be manageable because the amount leaked is

negligible compared to that of diffusion. Any tritium that does escape is handled

by the reactor cell ventilation system which is coupled with tritium reprocessing.

Entrance into the reactor cell by personnel will probably have to be accomplished

with the use of protective clothing. This is not unusual, and may be required

regardless of the vacuum building. The use of protective garments and breathing

apparatus may prove to be cumbersome for "contact maintenance"; however, the next

section will demonstrate that hands-on tasks are not realistic for the TNS device.

d) Activation Topology. Maintenance of tokamak devices is typically categorized

as scheduled (routine) and unscheduled (not routinely planned, but designed for)

operations. Within these two headings the operations can be classified as contact,

that is, direct, hands-on maintenance by a technician; semi-remote, that is direct

manipulation behind a movable shield; and fully-remote, where manipulation is'

accomplished from outside the reactor cell. It can be argued that hands-on maintenance

in a vacuum building is not realistic and would require a "space suit" environment.

However, if contact handling of components is not achievable, then the building

configuration is irrelevant.

The activation levels within the reactor cell after one year of D-T operations

are estimated as follows:

At the surface of the toroidal vacuum vessel: 3 x 10 mrem/hr

At the surface of the shielding: 3 x 10 mrem/hr

At the inner surface of the TF coil: 800 mrem/hr

At the outer surface of the TF coil: 3 mrem/hr

At the inner surface of the reactor cell wall: .8 mrem/hr

(These levels are for two days after shutdown, and are significantly higher at shutdown.
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12Assuming a maximum dose rate of 100 mrem in a 40 hour period, then

contact maintenance on even the extremities of the device violates the safe limit.

Of course, by using a mix of personnel and exposure time, the safe limits would not

be reached. The point is, that with useful machine lives of greater than 10

years, there is a time when hands-on maintenance is not possible. Therefore, the

design criteria for handling components should be semi-remote and fully-remote.

The question of entering the evacuated test cell is simply to pump up to slightly

less than atmospheric pressure during the two day waiting period, and based on

NASA experience, it may take less than one day to pump back down to 10 " torr

after completing maintenance operations. This leads us to the last topic being

considered under the vacuum building concept; first year operations without tritium.

e) First Year Operational Testing; No D-T. If initial operation of the device

with hydrogen only is started in the vacuum building environment, a significant

penalty arises during that first year of operation when no radioactivity exists.

Restricting the diagnosticians and technicians in terms of frequent ingress and

egress to the vacuum building would severely limit the expediency and flexibility

of that first year of testing. Obviously, with no activation, hands-on adjustments

and set-up are an advantage. In order to avoid this dilemma, it appears easier to

remove the cause rather than design for the constraint of the vacuum building. The

simplest solution seems to be one of providing the vacuum integrity for the torus

in atmospheric surroundings; welded joints.

Because no activation occurs during this first phase of operation, the shielding

modules serve no function and should not be assembled to the device. This leaves

ready access to the bolted flanges which are temporarily weld together by means of

circumferential strips. Hence the vacuum integrity. After hydrogen operations

are completed, the strips are cut along the parting plane of the flanges, and the

shield modules are then assembled to their final configuration.
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One last consideration worth mentioning is that, of the dielectric break in

the torus. Because the toroidal vessel is under a zero pressure differential during

normal operation, it appears that the inclusion of an insulating break is

structurally simplified. A non-metallic, possibly ceramic material, might be more

easily designed if it is essentially under no compressive loading.

FINAL COMMENTS

The intent of the preceding discussions is to give insight to some thoughts

on minimizing the problems of remote servicing. It is not intended to propose

these thoughts as absolute solutions for an extremely complex and difficult system.

Questions such as access to the bolted flanges, required equipment for installation,

EF coils between the bucking cylinder and TF coils, etc., have not been addressed,

and do represent formidable design challenges. The answers to these questions will

hopefully be worked out as we proceed on our pre-conceptual design of TNS.
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